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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

FIGURES FOR SUMMER SCHOOL
REGISTRATION SHOW INCREASE

THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1927

S U M M E R SC H O O L VO L. IV , NO. 1.

Shallenburger, Jesse and Bradley
O ffer Special Courses in Science

SEASON'S INITIAL FLAY

“ An exceptional course under exceptionally able direction,” Prin
ciples of Physical Science, taught by Professors Richard H. Jesse, Garvin
D. Shallenberger and John H. Bradley, is featured again at Montana’s
summer school this year.

Dates for “ The Youngest”
Set for July 13 and 14 by
Alexander Dean

Q—

Four Hundred Four Students
Enroll for Work During
Summer
Although the totals for the number
jf students registered for summer
school will not be complete until Friiajy figures given out yesterday by the
•egistrar’s office for registration to
late show a decided increase over the
lumber o f students registered last
.-ear.
Four hundred and twenty-five stulents have begun registration, while
104 have completed their registraioris* Of the 425 students, 163 are
iew students on the campus. O f the
students completing registration, 101
ire men and 303 are women.
In 1925, 348 students were regisrred at the end of the first week,
/bile in 1926, ' the total number o f
tudehts was 885.

TO BE HfLD SATURDAY
A ll Students Wishing to Make Trip
Should Register for Same
Before Thursday

During the first term, Professor Shallenberger will consider the
principles and application of force, motion, momentum, energy, heat,
sound, light, magnetism and electricity, and will discuss the nature of
light, matter, and electricity.
The second term will be devoted to modern views o f ehemic?.! con
stitution and chemical reaction: the reactions principally of ionogens,
ionization; metathesis, electrolysis, hydrolysis, oxidation and reduction,
equilibrium, and energy relations, radioactivity, and colloids. Professor
Jesse will direct this work.

“ The Youngest,” a play by Philip
Barry, will be produced in the Little
Numbers and President’s Theater on the campus Wednesday
and Thursday nights, .July 13 and 14,
Greeting Compose
according to Alexander Dean, director
Program
o f dramatics a t the University dur
ing the summer session.
Mr. Barry, a graduate o f Yale and
Summer school students attended
.. . - t
Ti
_ x,
. ^ om Professor Baker's 47 Workshop,
the.r first convocation of the term in first brought attention t0 ]|is abiluies

.Musical

Over Mount Sentinel from the cam
pus and thence down into the Univers
ity forest reserve in Pattee canyon
Main hall Tuesday morning, at which with the comedy, “ You and I.” This
is the route outlined for the first of
Professor Bradley, in the third term, will consider the materials of
an extensive program was given.
|was produced in Montana by the
the 192-7 week-end hikes which is
the earth and the origin of surface features, with emphasis on the geo
DeLoss Smith, dean of the S chool. Masquers under the direction o f
scheduled for next Saturday.
logical processes of destruction, reconstruction, and deformation. The
of Music, gave . three vocal solos, Maurice Browne five years ago and
The start will be at 8 o'clock in the
course will include also a discussion of the origin and evolution of the
She Never Told Her Love,” by 1was one o f the greatest successes the
morning;—and that means 8 o'clock—~
Hoydn; ^Pershing's Men,” by Roger, JMasquers have ever had
“ White
earth.
from University hall. Lunch will be
and “ Dolling Down to Rio,” by Ger- Wings,” another play o f Mr. Barry’s,
served in Pattee canyon at noon.
man and Kiplingv Professor Max was produced by Winthrop Ames this
The climb over Sentinel is interest
Daehler of Coe college, Iowa, followed ■ winter
f i f i n g l in
I - gNew
g
York and g c g iy g jJ iJjg
ing and beautiful. The mountain o f
with two selections, “ Impromptu in highest praise by the critics. Mr.
fers specially inviting opportunities
A
Flat”
by
Chopin,
and
“Radoezy
Barry is listed as one of the most
HELEN FAICKE VISITS
to students in geology, botany and
March by Liszt. Professor Daehler promising o f American dramatists
PARENTS IN MISSOULA Montana history. It is delightful,
is a graduate o f Geneva Conservatory, and two o f his plays are being pro
too, because of the commanding view
Geneva, Switzerland.
This is his duced this coming season.
PRESIDENT CLAPP
Helen Faick. a student o f the Uni- which is obtained from the summit.
third summer at the University of
Played by Henry Hull
ersity in '26, is visiting with her
WELCOMES STUDENTS
Of Historic Interest
Montana. The selections of both Mr.
“ The Youngest” was originally
arents at Orchard Homes during the
The valley which stretches away
!
and Mr- Daehler were well re-[played by
- Henry Hull,
v playing
To the Students of the Summer
ummer months. F or the past year j fr 0IU the .base o f Mount Sentinel has
ceived and encores were called for.
with Lenore Ulriek in “ Miss Lulu
I Miss F&icke has been an instructor in ‘ been the scene o f some o f the most
Session:
Bell.”
He is a brother-in-law of
Prexy Welcomes Students
|irt at Smith college at Northampton, important incidents in early Montana I T ~ TT „
It
is
a
great
pleasure
to
wel
.
. . . . lt
.__
^
n c. . /-i . .
J. u . Hollanuswortb. principal of the
|Massachusetts.
She attended the history.
come you all, new and old students, j Archie Blair, Forsyth, who graduFollowing the musical numbers was Margaret Anglin an<l is the leading
Father DeSmet, Captain
.
I State Unh'ersity for two years, going Merriweather Lewis, General-Govto the beautiful country of West |ated this, spring from the Law school, President C. II. Clapp’s address o f juvenile on the American stage. Gen
school at Logan, W est Virginia,
| rom here to Bryn Mawr. from which ernor Stevens. Captain MuJIan, Chief and Walter M. Dove, a teacher in the
ern Montana and to the campus of will receive the first prize o f three welcome. President Clapp said that evieve Tobin, who achieved great
1die graduated. Miss Faicke plans to \ ictor and his son. Chief Chariot, fig- (high school, arrived on the campus the
the State University. I hope that .which have been awarded for the every possible effort had been made success in “ Little Miss New York.*’
|*tudy are in Europe within the next ured prominently in the scenes w h ic h c£r]y part
your good times started from the
to make summer school as pleasant as has been playing this past season iu
highest grades in the Corpus .Tunis
f the week and have en
» w years. While on the local cam- were enacted in this valley. The trails |
moment you set foot on the cam
could be desired and expressed the ‘The Play’s the Thing,” opposite
t 4
division
o
f
the
course
in
the
“
Use
of
ms she was prominent in art circles which they made have become perma rolled at the University to take six
pus, and I hope that with the be
hbpe that the students would enjoy to Henry Hull in the leading feminine
Law and Legal Bibliography’’ of the
■iod other campus activities. She was nent highways; their names and their weeks’ work during the present suniginning of classes you have not
the fullest all the advantages and re^School
o
f
Law.
This
fcrize
consists?
The play. “ The
anges
i member o f Alpha Chi Omega, social fame are intimately issociated wit h i mer .school term.
forgotten that all work and no
sources': o f the University. “ One df
r-lyhf ntknTituses o f a small in\i',f ° n
mspy
by amateurs
[ raternity, and'Delta Phi Delta, hon- this rollingregidn.
play makes a dull person. Don't ;.6f 18 volumes o f Corpus Jurus, valuetrj
These men drove the 8,0;
$
10
0
1
r
ded
by
forget that riporesirou U as Auch
' »rafy art fraternity.! :,v
stitutlon such as ;this,” said the pres-)|\ *e 1 •riiihe months New York run
President Clapp
11
} f » m r.BS-n, West Virginia,
American Lavv Boc>k Cp., publishers:
and is one of the most popular plays
a
part
of
the
program
of
the
sum
ident,
“
is
that
there
can
be
more
di
this i «i rial trip and ■ i f give a trail-jsoula in 18 days, c
ay of
o f the set.
mer session as is study.
rect communication between the in- that Samuel French prints. Mr. Dean
I PROFESSORS SPEND
talk on the geology o f the region. Indianapolis
Louis, Colorado
The second prize■ was awarded to
C. H. C L A P P , President.
Istructors and the students than could produced it with the North Shore
V A C A T I O N A T L A K E j Professed J. W . Severy o f the d e-j Springs, Cheyenne, Casper, Greybull,
John Bonner of Perma, v'li6 received j '>e had in a larger,.college.”
Theatre Guild o f Chicago contempo
__________
j partment of botany will also be one Billings,
Livingston,
Yellowstone
a two-volume :set o f Co pie:y on “ Briefraneous with its New York produc
Popularity Increasing
---------------------------------E. o f the party. Dean Stone of the!Park, Ennis, Butte and Deer Lodge, J
Professors John R. Hahn
Making.” Noryald Ulves tad of Ration, and again with the Stuartr*
T? k m I f
The increase o f summer school at Walker Stock company in Dayton.
[ IVunett, B. E. Thomas. 8. J. Coon School o f Journalism will talk o f the qgmping along the wnj*. They report I
valii received a C<>rpns Jurus text\LJCCkTl
L * lw lo L lC tt
the United
ihd John W. 8every, accompanied by history which has been made in the [good weather the entire distance.
book on “ Bill;j and Notes'" as winner tendance throughout
Contemporary Comedy
During their stay here as students
States was commented upon. Recent
|Mrs.‘Severy and children, Mrs. Hahn valley.
It is a charming comedy of con
Must Register for Trip
at the University Mr. Hollandsworth
| incfkMrs. Bennett, passed a portion
id third prizes were statistics show that within five years temporary American life and deals
Students who make this trip should and Mr. Dove will take work in social
[ Vf the vacation between the spring
essor Milton Colvin, the number o f persons going to sum with the troubles o f the youngest
tnd summer quarters at Lake Ronan. wear heavy shoes; the trail’ is not science and education,
instructs
e course, and were mer school has increased from slightly member o f a large family in asserting*
' ---------------------------- ——
over 100,000 to almost Tialf
| ieqprd catches o f native fish were difficult but it is not comfortable |
taken fr
million •his rights. The play has many amus
and that about 27 per cent of the ing situations, a very strong plot, and
[nade by all.
Professor Severy to Wlear out old dancing pumps. The R E P R E S E N T A T IV E S R E T U R N
Dean G, E. Mollett will leave for
teachers in the country spend their many funny lines.
bought that he was “ coek o f the expe;nse o f the trip will-be 75 <eents
F R O M S E A B E C K M E E T IN G :
K
AIM
1N
T
O
B
E
P
U
B
L
IS
H
E
D
Billings Sunday evening to attend the
vacations going to summer school.
ralk" when he caught a 4%-pound to tbose who ar<i not boarders at CorR E V . Y O U N G G IV E S A D D R E S S
Rehearsals o f “ The Youngest” have
E V E R Y T H U R S D A Y D U R IN G
37th annual meeting of the Montana
P a inbow trout with a fly, but he had bin 1mil and 15•’ cents to those who
Series of Lectures
already begun but there are vacancies
S U M M E R S C H O O L S ES SIO N
State
Pharmaceutical
association
the
I o half-mast his colors when Mrs. take their meals; regularly at the resRev. W. L. Young, director
for two more men in the cast; Any
President
Clapp
announced
that
a
i levery hooked and landed a 5-pound idence hall.
School o f Religion, accompa ed by 27th and 28th. lie will address the
Contrary t the general
ler, the
of six lectures will be given student in the school who is interestRegistration for the trip must be |jyfrs. Young and children and i s Uni- meeting upon the subject of “ The S o - 1Montana Ka
rainbow trout on a “ Babe-oreno”
ill be published on Thursday mornings at 11 o’clock e<1 in dramatics should see Mr. Dean
made before Thursday night. The versity students, Dexter Fee, Or- cial and Economic Value of PiiarmI ater in the day.
eekly. appi
the campus in the Little Theater. The first of between 1 and 2 or 4 and 5:30 daily
registration sheet is at the registrar’s ville Skones, Chester La rson, Ted ney” and the “ Needs of
Modei
every Thursday during summer school, these was given today. They will all at his office in the Little Theater.
office. All students and others who Walker. Donald Flint and Roberto Pharmacy School.”
Check University Accounts
In former years there have been but be on “ American Culture and Exare interested are invited to partici Mario, returned Tuesday from SeaThe School o f Pharmacy is now in two or three issues during the entire pression.”
MacKenzie Attends Convention
State Accountant William Ilasking pate in this first hike o f the summer. beck, Washington, where they attend its 20th year and has more than nine weeks, but the growth of the j The establishment of a board for
f »nd his assistant,, Miss Jessie Burns,
Robert MacKenzie left today for
ed the Student Christian conference, 100 graduates practicing pharmacy in Ischool demands a regular paper in the purpose of procuring positions
| ire engaged this week in checking the ELROD AND YOUNG
held under the auspices of the Montana. A brief history o f the I the summer as
is during the for teachers and for recommendation Louisville. K>\. where he will attend
f Accounts of the business manager o f
l’MCA.
school has been prepared and will |other three terras,
was also announced. Mr. Clapp then the Sigma Chi convention. 'H e ex
TO PASS SUMMER
he University. Miss Burns was for
also
be
presented
to
the
association
i
The
Kairain
is
a
student
publica- discussed the geology o f Montana, pects to be gone until about the
A T n r A T IT T * T> A T ) V I Mr* Young gave an address, “ Search
merly a student here..and is meeting
A.A
J r A lli i. for Truth,” during the conference. by Dean Mollett who has been pres- tion, aiming to serve the student body dividing the state into three divisions: Fourth o f July.
I 'sany of her old campus friends.
Twenty-two colleges and universities ent at all o f the state meetings but arid the University, and all notices, the western part with its brown pre
Dl; Morton J. Elrod, chairman o f f rom aji over the United States were three since he organized the school j general news and communications will historic rocks characterized by moun
partment o f Zoology, expects represented at the meeting.
20 years
1)6 gladly accepted for its columns. tain ranges and wide valleys; the
to leave in about a week for Glacier
Several Missoula druggists will also Copy for Thursday's paper can not be eastern division which is a continu
National park, where he will serve as B U T T E G IR L IN J U R E D ;
be iu attendance at the meeting, in used later than Wednesday noon.
ation of the Great Plains of North
park naturalist during the summer
IS U N IV E R S I T Y S T U D E N T cluding Alex F. Peterson, a former
America, characterized as meadow
months, a position at which he has
instructor in commercial pharmacy
Employed in Butte
lands and yellow rocks o f compara
served for several summers. He will
Word was received in Missoula in the school, and who Is at present
tively modern origin, and character
be located at Many Glaciers hotel.
Monday from Bu,tte informing friends a member of the Montana State Board
Jack Ryan, who got his B.A. degree ized by groups of mountains such as
Dr. It. T. Young, also of the Zool here that Andree McDonald, a soph of Pharmacy.
in journalism at the end of the spring the Big Horns, Little Rockies, Little
B. Cotner of Bozeman Replaces
ogy department, has already left for omore at the University, had been in
quarter, is now employed as a re Belts and others that rise like islands
Two $25,000 Awards to Be Made for
Form er Instructor in
the park, where he will serve during jured in an automobile accident. Miss
Teaching at Portland
porter on the Anaconda Standard and from the plains surrounding them.
Best Essays on Former
Biology Department
the summer as ranger naturalist, un McDonald was unconscious for about
Dr. J. E. Kirkwood, chairman of Walter Nelson, who also received his Week-end excursions will be made to
President
der the direction of Dr. Elrod. He 24 hours, but latest reports are to the Department of Botany, is teach B.A. in journalism this spring, is em the various places o f interest sur
will be located at the Lewis hotel on the effect that she is recovering. D e ing in the University of Washington ployed as police reporter on the rounding Missoula during the school
Lake McDonald.
F. B. Cotner o f Bozeman is re
tails o f the accident were not learned. summer school at Portland this year. Butte Miner.
terms.
In connection with this
Two prizes of $25,000 each are
speech it was revealed that 15 per placing Frederick Stimpert as'an in
>eing offered by the Woodrow Wilson
WATERS TO RETURS
cent o f all the coal deposits in the structor iu the Biology department.
Foundation to the young man and
TO MONTANA IN FALL
United States is in Montana and seven Mr. Stimpert, who recently returned
roung woman between the ages o f
per cent o f the world’s coal supply from Europe after a year’s leave of
and 35 submitting the two best arabsence, has taken charge o f -the
Professor Charles Waters o f the
in the same region.
:ides of 2,500 words on “ What
Botany
department received
his
The program was concluded with ^rintaina State Bacteriological laborIVoodrow Wilson Means to Me.” The
atory at Heleqa.
Ph.D. degree from the University of
the singing o f “ Montana” by the
Manuscripts must be in the office of
Mr. Cotner Veccived his A.B. from
Michigun on June 21, passing liis doc
tire assemblage.
•be Woodrow Wilson Foundation, in
the University o f Michigan in 1916;
tor’s examination “ with distinction.”
New York City, on or before October
bis A.M. degree from the same place
Dr. Waters is remaining at the Uni
!*
No articles received after versity o f Michigan to teaph botany
MEN’S GYMNASIUM
in 1917; took additional post-graduate ihat'date will be eligible. Also there
HAS NEW SKYLIGHTS work during the summers of 1920,
during the summer school term, but
vill be two second prizes of $1,000
1921 and 1922 from Michigan, and
he will return to the University of I
on€ fo a man and one to a wom- Montana in the fall.
New skylights are being placed on was with the United States army from
jn; 40 third prizes of $100 euch, 20
the men’s gymnasium this week un 1917 to 1919, during which time he
|or men and 20 for women; 50 honor
der the direction o f the maintenance served in the bacteriology arid serol
able mentions carrying with them $20
department. . The old lights (.proved ogy department at Toul, France,
men and 25 for women..
Teaching Experience
unsatisfactory because of the slope
Open to All
Having been professor o f botany
and fitting, which was at such an
SI; iflduce young people to study l
!
angle that the weather rotted the at the University o f Porto Rico in
m understand the ideals and printimbers and caused them to leak. 1919-20, assistant professor of biol
.i[) es of JVoodrow \\ ilson is the sole
Besides teaching the first
The new lights are to have a steeper ogy at Alburn college in 1921-22 and
urppse o f the contest whicli is open weeks of the physical science
slope and the ledge will be fitted dif associate professor of botany anil bac
fr
or vVoman »n tlie Dr. G. D. Shallenberger head
ferently, thus preventing a leaky roof. teriology at Montana State college in
United States. The Article is not to Physics department, is keep
1922-23, Mr. Cotner comes to the
a ,0<oaphical sketch of Mr. W il-j eagle eye upon the progress of the
University as u well-experienced in
Poll ring in East
18 f&i^l ^e .a r®view of his remodeling going on in the old Craig
structor. He is much impressed with
forVt ^
v*'^ n°t be judged hall dormitory. The Physics dejiartthe beauty o f Missoula’s setting, ai>l
naan. ’27. and Jimm
"ontflined^ *Der*t
r:ul,cr for ideas j ment will be housed in the basement I
Beachai
’[siting at the Beacha
as a botanist remarked nt life great
Fit«.(»V
- • Iapd ground floors o f the new building]
home in Valley City, North Dakot
profusion o f our wild flowers and
|iin'
! r inform ation concerning aj* soon gs it is finished. Dr. , 81ml
From there the two boys will make I shrubs,
L
awar<b* can he obtained from Ilenberge hppes
departa tour of the east, during which time
Mrs. Cot er has been delayed in
Woodrow Wiisoft ’ Foundation j ment completely moved and settled
Mr. Dohrman will visit various med- j Bozeman o: account o f having eastAward, 17 East F
v . ✓ . ■ 40rty-second Street, before school starts in the fall of the
icul schools, one of which |te will at* ern visitors but hopes to join her
iork City.. New York.
,
O N E O F M A N Y C A M P U S V IE W S
tend next fall.
i husband he: soou.

Archie Blair, Law
School Student, Gets
Award for Grades

W est Virginia Men
Enroll at University
for Summer W ork \

W ill Address State
Pharmacy Meeting\

EMPLOYER AT HELENA

OFFERS BIG FRIZES

Work of Remodeling
Craig Hall Progressing)
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The Montana Kaimin
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Get Together
f I'lH E opening o f summer school, which

I promises, from alb standpoints, to be
.one o f the most successful sessions in
the history of the University, has brought
to the campus many new students, most of
whom are unacquainted1with the institu
tion and with each other. But we trust that
this condition will be only a passing one,
for, though you have come here with some
what diverse interests, your main purpose
should be, as was expressed by President
Clapp in his convocation address Tuesday,
an overwhelming spirit o f co-operation,
get-togetherness and friendliness, enjoy
ing each other through making acquaint
ances, Which will grow into friendships and
a' strong feeling of the real “ Montana
spirit” you hear so much about— an intan
gible but existing something found in the
hearts o f all her students.
The Montana Kaimin, your paper, wel
comes you here, and we hope that, by ex
pressing through our columns your inter
ests and activities, we may help you in find
ing this common ground which will make
this school term lead your list of memor
able and enjoyable experiences.

MONTANA

KAIMIN

a real flair for color and detail. The
story is rather lacking in plot and
continuity. The author has taken a
number of good short story possibil
ities, and woven them rather loosely
into a novel. He is at hi$ best in his
character-painting. His portrayal of
the mental anguish suffered by the
person who has the creative desire,
but not the ability, is exceedingly well
done. For one who likes a story with
considerable scene-shifting, and a lot
of human interest, this story will ap
peal. The numerous highly colored
iand dramatic episodes would make of
this a “ movie” with a real appeal to
the emotions. There are several
strongly developed minor characters,
and not a few incidents which would
lend 'themselves to the light humor
ous touch so necessary for the mov
ing picture.

Thursday, June 23, 1927

PLAYS

fensive. This list of 39 is. compar
atively short, as it did not include
eight new plays to be given before the
week ended. Two of the finest things
in.: town were Winthrop Ames’ beau
tiful productions of |“ Iolanthc” and
“ The Pirates o f Penzance.” In them
and the 13 other musical comedies
the books bad a much higher average
of taste than did those 39 plays. The
four revues were generally cursed
with vulgar lines and some o f them
with brazen nudity.
Damning and Helping Obscenity
What have some authorities thought
of our stage during the last three
Seasons?
William Lyon Phelps
(Scribner’s, June, 1926) character
ized a large number o f the season's
plays as “ abominably indecent,” and
added that the late William Archer
said we were lending the world in in
decency, while Cyril Maude told him
that a play, then prospering greatly
here, was “ worse than anything he’d

ever seen or heard in Paris or L o n '
don.”
Fred Eastman wrote, (Har
iper’s, August,, 1925) “ We are entire!;
,and utterly sick o f having our theatre
an institution which we have loved
turned into a three-sided bawd?
house, the fourth side opened to th<
audience.” Channing Pollock (quot
ed from “ The ShrineV) writes “ Or
Broadway business has never beer

Obscene Plays: Their Foes and
Friends.
By- Roland Holt, author of “ The
Living Stage,” “The Trail of the OneEntered as second-class matter at Missoula, Mon
\Act Play,” etc.
tana, under act' ofiCongress of March 3, 1879
While there has been n valiant fight
(Continued on Page 3)
against obscene plays (some o f their
Subscription price $2.50 per year
truest opponents are quoted later in
this article), it would be poetic justice
Member Intercollegiate Press
if their suppression should be caused
by their friends and apologists, who
Alathea Castle................. — ............-.......- ......Editor
have aided their production until the
public became infuriated, so thift now
Helen Leach..... ................................Associate Editor
revocation of some theatre licenses
Martha Dunlap............. ..................Associate Editor
and imprisonment of some producers
Robert MacKenzie.....:
Associate Editor
are imminent possibilities.
An early and unjustified suppres
Alice Veit................. ......................Business Manager
University Campus and
sion (1905) was that of Shaw’s really
Scenes Around
fine “ Mrs. Warren’s Profession.”
Philopena.
This, however, brought it but little
H. K. Webster.
Missoula
success when the ban was removed.
Bobbs-Merril! Co.
The street speculator from whom I
Price $2.00.
THE YOUNG LADY
.McKAY
ART CO
“ It’s just simply no. fair. I wish got my ticket said “ the author's wife,
ACROSS THE WAV
ACOB G. SCHUBMAN, president of
I was 1you.
‘’Well,” said -Cynthia, Mary Shaw, is doing great work in
“ you can be if you like. For a while, it.” Even though not, as he thought,
Cornell university, says, “ Let us re
Mrs. G. B. 8., she was “ doing great
I mean. Till next Saturday.”
member that if we gain a compre
“ You mean,” said Celia, in an awed work.” This play was a splendid pro
hensive understanding of the masterpieces
whisper, “ me drees up in your clothes test against such sentimental con
and go back with the car when it doning of free love as the licensed
o f great authors, we are educated, and that
Flench gave us. generally in their
comes? And pretend I’m you?”
if we do not have this understanding, we
Cynthia nodded. "W e can never own tongue which most of us did not
in the latest styles,
are deficient, no matter how much we may
do it,” said Celia, after she had understand too well, in such stuff as
black or tan
thought the matter over. “ But I “ Samille.” Despite the stir it had
know technically.” And James Russell
don’ t see why not,” added her sister. Created in England, Ibsen's cleansing
$3.25 Up
Lowell tells uS'that “ the better part of
“
Ghosts”
scarcely
caused
a
flutter
We’re exactly alike, aren’t we? How
when first done here.
every man’s, education is that which he
do they know which is which?”
DRESS SHIRTS
This little episode occurred in the Oldest Profession Stalks the Stage
gives* himself, and it is fo r this that a
Latest designs
Perhaps Edward Sheldon (part
lives o f twin sisters when they were
good library should furnish the oppor
$1.25 Up
but twelve years old, and little did author o f “ Lulu Belle” and full auth
NE o f our summer school students they think that the same thing would or o f that fine play “ Romance” ) was
tunity and the means.”
Look Us Over Before
has handed us a note saying, “ On happen again later on but for a far one of the earliest to show “The
Here at the University of Montana we
Madame and her girls” realistically.
Yon Buy
the morning of June 21 we summer more serious reason. Twins i have He did this in a scene in “ Salvation
have the largest and most complete li
been known who were so like that
brary found among any o f the smaller uni school students who have never before at even the mother could not tell them |Nell” where they were brought in
versities o f the United States. Students tended the University wished for but one apart and such is the case with Cyn- I after being raided. Last season
“ madames” of that ancient profession
have access to books of all kinds and the thing—placards on Marcus Cook and thin and Celia in Mr. Webster’s in were conspicuous in “ The Glass Slip
teresting and fascinating book,” Phil
store o f valuable information they contain Simpkins halls designating them as such, opena,” or the “ Romance of a Mas- j per,” “ Morals” and another play, as
316 North Higgins
well as in “ Polly,” an operetta.
may be had at no more cost than mere ef instead o f the ones now there bearing the querade.”
In 1913 two plays, “ The Lure” and
fort and a desire upon the part o f the in words ‘ Montana Kaim in’ and ‘ Little The In this book the author has taken
an old plot and used it as perhaps no “ The Fight,” showing episodes it)
dividual fo r .a real education— a thing ater.’ ”
author has done before. He has built houses of ill-fame, were suppressed by
which cannot be given to us by professors,
Class schedules refer to the buildings by up a story around a proven fact and the police. About that time there was
BEAUTY SHOP
the form er names, making this a just crit has; made it interesting enough to a scene in a home fo r wayward girls
M O D ER N B E A U T Y S C H O O L
but which we must get by ourselves.
that caused some gasps in Rachel
and
Most students visit the library only to icism from the standpoint of the stranger, keep the reader's attention fixed Crotheris failure, “ Ourselves,” but The young lady across the way says I
throughout the book. At times the
P E T E R PAN SH O P P E
do assigned work, thereby missing one of but we thing that after a week’s residence two names, Cynthia and Celia, get tile suppression o f “ The Lure” and good old American food is good
enough
for
her,
and
other
people
may
I
227
Hammond
Bldg.
the greatest opportunities ever put before on the campus these same people will not one a little confused since the girls “The Fight” for a while saved us have all o f the chop sue> and umh
Phone 1293
from scenes laid in bordellos till
them; they make it a W ORKHOUSE wish fo r any change, fo r they will have were separated when they were six about the appearance of “ The Shang jongg if they want to.
months o f age and were reared in
instead o f what it should be-—a T R E A S  learned to know and love them as all Mon different families. Outwardly the hai Gesture” in 1926. Before that,
URE store. W h ft does it mean to you? tana students do.
two were identical but their dispo- however, there was a futile attempt to
isitions and temperaments were not suppress “ The God of Vengeance”
and forgot the years o f alienee and I “was later scalped by the Indian chief the same. Cynthia is a character (about 1921) the action o f which
Iwho will gain the love and admiration passed in close proximity to such a
njisUhJerstanding that lay between GYamatan.” ' :
them.
/T h e third Ipart o f “ Community j o f theWeadcf while tylia plays the vicious place.
Hngene O’Neill’s “Anna Christie”
* His father’s amulet saved him. The Drama” contains a 40-page appen minor role. It was the character of
Always- Fresh
amulet his mother had given him. dix That is nothing more nor less the former which led to the near dis (1921) was perhaps the first suc
When Is Always?
And so Timmy went back to Fay, she than a composite catalogue o f plays, aster which resulted from the so- cessful modern play to show a pros
By Conlngsby Dawson.
Toilet Requisites of AH Kinds
to him, both knowing that “Always” i*masques, festivals, and the like. The called masquerade and it was the titute as the leading character. To
Cosmopolitan.
Iis “ Until dentil do us part.”
two scant pages devoted to listing of (same character that helped Celia out be sure Anna had only been one very
$ 2.00 .
briefly.
She
reforms
and
the
play
books and companies that deal with of a difficult situation into which her
“ Granny, when is always?” asked
was written with a fine reticence,*
The Belated Reckoning.
make-up, costuming, and lighting, may selfish disposition got her.
a little lad.
I AH in all, “ Philopena” is a good quite lacking in this author’s “ Desire
By Phyllis Mottome.
be useful.
“ Always is— What makes you ask
One o f these
book. Unique in plot and fascinat-1 7nder the Elms.”
George H. Doran Co., New York.
A. V.
that, child? Always is ‘Until death
ing in the body o f the story, it car- J •broads.” as they called them in
30 cents.
do us part.’ ”
‘What P rice Glory’ (in which the
fries
a
climax
that
is
unexpected
and
I
Read a book and lay it aside. If
S obs of the Eagle.
• And Timmy, who had never loved a
quite improbable but pleasing in the leroine waa one) i conspicuous in
it is a good book, it will leave an
By George Creel.
girl, who had never had a flirtation,
KNeiH’s Welded” and in Ms “The
way the plot is carried out.
afterglow. Unbidden your mind will
Price, ’$3.50.
believed. His mother, in leaving liis
Great Go 1 Brown.” Characters of
revert to it. Yon will carry rem
George Creel has written an inter
father for another man, had made him
his sort became familiar figures on
Echo Answers.
nants o f Its contents about with you
esting group of stories, describing the
■promise to believe the best. He, had. as personal possessions.
the stage, notably in “ Rain” and “ A*
1 By Elswyth Thane.
gallant performances o f the heroes
Always he had idealized women. He
Woman Disputed.”
Frederick A. Stokes Co.
“ The Belated Reckoning,”
by
who were instrumental in contribut
felt that somewhere was a girl who
That Play Jury
Price $2.00.
Phyllis Bottome. reminds me of the
was his mate and he felt that it would guarantee on the match box, “ non- ing some phase of advancement to the
Things having come to a bad pass,
Anthony Stuart had been a painter
United Stated. The book is written
be not fair to her to flirt, t o ‘ even
in the season o f 192-L5, the play jury
poisonous— treated to prevent after[once
but
he
thought
he
had
lost
his
very plainly, and could be used for a
play at love with other women.
The Electro-Magnetic Wonder
was organized in New York. It was
glow.” It has done nothing for me
text book in the eighth grade. It is talent and therefore he lost the de a volunteer body o f picked men and
At twenty we find him back at Ox-1
except to furnish a few hours light |
one book that I believe the reader sire to try.- In Kent, in Maytime, he women, representing a great variety
ford fo r a holiday with his friend and
reading. If I concentrate I can r e - 1
had fallen in love with Eve Raven- I
The Missoula Clinic Under New Management—
mentor, Aikin, still pure in mind and icall a nicely turned phrase or two, will not be continually turning to the
[wood, who soon after became Lady I of organizations including playgoevs.
heart, and tremulously eager to find but nicely turned phrases don’t make last page, to see how much more he
Specialist in the Ionaco and Miracle Rings
Evelyn l.orjnc. It was then that the churches, the Society for the Sup
has
to
read.
the girl o f whom he has been dream
pression of Vice. etc. Nine votes out
good books. The writing has a j
The writer has The knack of paint Tony lost liis hold on painting.
ing all these years.
sleep-inducing tempo.
StephenvCole, the most-popular o f the 12 were needed to suppress or
Strangely enougn, one May morn-1 Ellen McDermott, heroine of the ing vivid pictures, and his descrip portrait painter o f England; his I expurgate a play. In three seasons
ing, after staying up all night think- j book, had lived 42 years and nothing tions are complete with the dash and young duu|hter, Maida; Cyril Beau-1 they visited eight plays; total result
fire o f gallant fighters.
ing of his dream girl, he found her.
bad happened. Then things began I
champ, a successful young writer, the shortening o f a kiss in “ The Fire
And in that May day the two o f Ito happen just as they do happen in j The story begins with the Spanish and Tony are the best o f friends. brand” (which was not as long as
them learned to love each other,',novels. Altogether it is a nice-nice conquerors, and then traces the de After Cole’s death Tony and Cyril Siegfried’s iu Wagner’s music drama)
learned to know that there could never [ story from which one’s mind emerges velopment of the new world to the take care of Maida, who has inherited and the sentencing o f one small re
Hundreds o f Local People Have Been Benefited
Civil war and the development of the
be another for either of them. Shortly, untrammeled.
vue. “ The Bunk of 1926,” while “ The
West. New lights are thrown on her fatherfs talent. All these years
by Ionaco
with her mother’s help, and in spite
Shanghai Gesture,” “Lulu Belle,”
8. M.
Tony
has
longed
to
do
Stephen
Cole’s
characters with whom we are already
of, her father’s determination to buy I
“ Sex” all escaped, ns well as “ Desire
portrait. |
quite
well
acquainted.
The
book
is
Evening
Treatments
by Appointment
her a title, they married, and at last I Community Drama.
Cyril idves Maida, Maida loves Under the Elms” (on which opinion
the marriage service took on meaning. I By The Playground and Recreation really valuable for history work, and Tony, Tony still believes he loves here was divided, and which was for
is
at
the
same
time
very
entertain
Phone 1612
He had so little to give her in the
Association of America.
Eve. Then, after 20 years/ Eve bidden in England by the censor) and
ing.
way o f money and the things of the
The Century Co.
comes back. Ronny Lorne is dead. “They Knew What They Wanted,”
228 HAMMOND BLOCK
K. M.
world. He was young and penniless
Price $2.00.
Tony and Eve are engaged again but which has been generally admired both
and in love. He tried to keep her
No Moses has yet risen to lead the
Eve is changed. She doesn't stick here and in England. The Theatre
The Sun in Splendor.
from knowing just how poor they community drama out o f its bondage
and Tony learns that be loves Maida. Magazine rightly asked what sort of
By
Thomas
Burke.
were, and the strain told on him. Then of tr/cnessi
This latest jtext (is
He takes opt the talent that has never people were the four members of the
George H. Doran Company; $2.50. been missing and starts a portrait of play jury who let off a notorious
came Aiken, his best friend, with sane replete with lengthy outlines, but they
advice, and cheer, and best of nil, a are outlines o f organization and fact
brothel play scot free, and a corre
The story centers around the de Stephen Cole.
position.
that offer nothing new to the aspir- Jvelopment and growth . of two chil
Anthony; Stuart really is too good spondent in the Times tells of another
Timmy took it, but he knew very ing director. The material is dog- ‘ dren of the slum district of London. to be true. Cyril Beauchamp has four members o f that jury that re- |
soon that he was in the employ of a matic, and the gist of - it, the practical IChristopher is the son of the keeper no wickedness in him and so he fused to' serve because they feared j
slave-driver, who would wring him working knowledge, must be culled o f a public house, known as “ The Sun doesn't seem quite real. Maida is an publicity.
Patent leather and light shades in kid and calf leathers
Tills season perversion and mis
dry, and then cast him aside. Tim and pruned to fit individual community |in Splendour.” The father has the angel and‘ leaves you .with an idea
$5.00 to $8.00
There is little by j soul^ but not the ability, tof a mu-' she’s too good for this world. Eve cegenation are conspicuous subjects
my’s work kept him tired. His writ circumstances.
ing kept him at home, nights and so which a director can benefit, and very sieian. He keeps the bar indiffer is rather Mevijish but she’s such a on our stuge ns well ns middle-aged
Hiking oxfords in tan or blonde shades of calfskin
it was Aiken who took Fay to the little that any director would not ently well, and spends all of his gen beautiful and charming devil that you women with their hired young lovers
shows, dinners and concerts. And at know intuitively, with the applica uine enthusiasm upon a String quar can’t dislike her.
$3.95 to $5.50
Mickey, Carmi or gigolos, and the usual run of sexlast Timmy knew. He was a failure. tion of tact and sense in dealing with tette which he has organized, and of chael is the bad man of the story sensationalism, which is being openly
He was not keeping Fay happy. He the. special problems he find*} o f which Christopher is also a member. but even lie is very attractive and advertised. . .“ New York Exchange”
could not even clothe her decently. economy and o f community organiza Of the four would-be musicians, cannot bei called a villain. Elsyth was advertised in the New York Times
But when she went to work as a tion.
Christopher is the only one possessing Thane’s characters are romantic, too ns “ ’lyiree acts of sex horrors . . . a
Missoula’s Largest Shoe Store
male ‘Captive.’ .” Loathsome charac
model, he knew be had to go. •
Part two, headed “ Programs and any real talent. He receives an edu romantic to be true.
He disappeared. Canada- gave him Festivals for Holidays and Special cation in ' music* under considerable
Els wy tli- Thane
describes her ters are too frequeut on the stage,
back his bodily health, and the War Days” is a horrible compendium of handicap to himself and the family. character^ rather cleverly.
She witness Percy Hammond in the I-Ierrestored his mind. It was enough out Mother’s day, Labor day,. Valentine’s He develops an intense desire to com speaks of] Mickey Carmichael as one nld-Tribune, December 81, 1926, on
in the trench to know that he was a day and other programs, that com pose good music, and has to be sat who “ never let his right hand know “ Chicago;” She'killed her-admirer,
man, doing a man’s job. On leave, bines all the stereotyped coyness of isfied with the commercialization of what his left was holding,” and Lady an automobile salesman, on the
Are you using our lending library? Read the latest
it was Diana who was so much and tiresome church programs. One Of a real talent for the composing of Eve could:be “ a dozen things at once, grounds that he was “ a — — —■ ■
louse,” One o f the troubles of “ Chi
so little to him that kept him safe for the rarest things in the entire book, music o f the streets, which makes of most of them charming.”
fiction at a rate of three cents a day.
. Fay. Not that she wanted to, she and the only thing for which I con him a wealthy man, but a man with
“ Echo Answers” is interesting, to. cago” is that,shecquld have shot al
wanted him for herself, but Timmy sider it worth-while reading, is the a cynical outlook on life, because of read. One doesn’t get any £violent most every other member of the cast
6aw Fay’s lips when Diana raised “ Masque of Old Loves,” supposedly the inability of both his father and desire to see the distance 'between the for the same reason, and that she
hers to his, and so remained true to a Valentino whimsy. A Spirit of Lov himself to express themselves ac .covers narrower. I f one wishes to failed to-do so,”
Out of 89 plays (exclusive of mu
the trust he had betrayed.
And ing Memory reads from h$r golden cording Ho their desires.
read something that will move along
through the turmoil of war he found book while tableaus are shown, de
Connie, the other child, is an or swiftly and entertainingly, “ Echo sical pieces) in a recent Times list of
those to be continued, there were six
peace. He determined- to reveal him picting the discreet love-life of some phan, reared under the worst pos Answers” will be good.
whose suppression would have been
self to Fay, confessing all his fault, of the more worthy progenitors of sible conditions, but who has -real
D. E.
MEET ME AT
good for, New York. Besides them
and to ask her to try again.
the D.A.It., such as Pocahontas, ideals, and a passion for cleanliness
were
“ The Captive” with its theme
It was during the war also that his Priscilla and John Alden, Martha bpth in herself and men. She meets
Word , received • from Mary Joe
silently tender father found words to Custis, and Betsy Ross. I learned her ideal, and, o f course, they live Dixon, ’2t, says that she has arrived of sex-perversion and “ An American
speak to his son. In a dressing sta that Anne Hutchinson was “ the first happily ever after.
in Birmingham, Alabama, where she Tragedy” with jts; unblushing, though
Where All the Boys Meet
tion near the front lines these two, free-thinking American woman who
Some bits of description of the will sperid the summer. Next fall reticently expressed, scene in the. doc
who had been strangers nil their dared to voice her religious views” poorer districts o f London are espe Miss Dixon will enter Columbia uni tor’s office. In a few others, lines are
SODA
FOUNTAIN
IN
CONNECTION
being spoken nightly that are very oflives, at last understood each other • • • and rejoiced to read that she cially well painted. The author has versity !|t| graduate work.
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of the University of Montana
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KEENE’S SHOE and
CLOTHING COMPANY
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Martha Washington Candies

Public Drug Store
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York Herald TrHmne August 22, 1926,
John Wil8tach, an experienced ad•van&e agent, wrote “ In cities o f the
size o f Buffalo, St. Paul, St. Louis
and Cincinnati they will not go to
(Continued from Page 2)
erotic shows.”
O f eight plays that seemed prob
better-’-for exhibitors which vie with
those of the motion picture, the comic ably obscene in the Times' advance
list
o f those impending for this sea
supplement, and the house of ill-re
pute.” Those heavenly (or other son, one o f them based on the no
torious
short story “ Hatrack,” but
wise) twins Mencken and Nathan
have written as though they’d rather two have so far'reached New York,
and
they
perished promptly. O f five
bd called thieves than Puritans— and
they are neither. Mr. Mencken’s re by authors o f previous malodorous
things,
but
one reached the city. It
marks on the average American nov
elist apply equally well to too many is now running. This might indicate
playwrights, both American and for- ja growing uution on the part of
Certainly this season has
eign, whose work is now visible. He managers,
says “ Most of their situations are been a terrible ope for them.
The Fall of the Obscene Play
sexual, a sheer absurdity. Sexual sit
W e are rid of “ The Captive”
uations in real life are relatively few
and mainly unimportant I know of (thanks to police action). Not long
after
its closing “ Lulu Belle” and
no man, above the mental level o f a
movie actor, whose life may be de “ New York Exchange” were with
scribed in terras o f a love affair.” In drawn. “ Sex” and “ The Virgin Man”
the April, 1926, Vanity Fair, Mr. Na are on the verge o f being tried in

Second

Week-End Excursion
Consist of a Tw o -D a y
Outing

W ill

From the University campus to
Seeley lake is a distance of 65 miles.
The Toute leads through a region
which is picturesque, beautiful and
historically interesting. The second
week-end excursion o f the summer
has Seeley lake as its destination;
the road lends through the Blackfoot
canyon and into Sunset and Clear
water valleys. A noon stop will -be
made at one o f the big logging camps
on the Blackfoot and tlie night of
July 2 will be spent on the shore of
the lake.
The return will be made on the aft
ernoon of July 3. The two days and
one night will be spent in surround
ings ns delightful as can bejfound any
where. The cost, including meals,
transportation and blankets, will be
$7. To Corbin hall boarders the ex
pense will be $5.60; to those who use
their own cars for the trip, the cost
will be $2.20.
Registration for the trip should be
made not later than Thursday night,
June 30, in order that arrangements
may -be made for all. The registra
tion sheet may be found at the regis
trar’s office.

H ard wile assist
in

j During the past year, the board of
Most o f our critics though have1 recommendations assisted 367 teachmanfully belabored trashy sex plays Jers in getting positions. Two hun— their notices of “ Lulu Belle” and (im j ancj forty-five calls for teachers
“ Sex” were far from favorable. It were received at the office of the
would be better, though, if they board. The report o f the board of
learned (from out-of-town reports. I recommendations for a year ago
etc., that a play were nasty, if they d showed 319 teachers registered with
ignore it, or have it briefly covered by the .b0ard, and 199 calls for teachers,
a “ sub.” Daily annotated guides like J Fifty-one calls were received for
that o f the Evening Post and the ex- IEnglish teachers this year; for athceHent weekly Drama Calendar would 1letics, 37; science, 36; history, 33;
be a great help in guiding playgoers commercial, 32; mathematics, *31;
away from theatrical cesspools.
Latin, 31; grades, 30; principalships,
Do Erotic Plays Pay?
23; modern languages, 18; music, 18;
How far do sex plays succeed? O f home economics, 16; dramatics, 13;
the 15 plays (exclusive of musical j debate and public speaking, 12; physshows) that on February 1 had beenjical education, 11; manual training,
having the longest runs in New York, 10; superintendency, 4, and two calls
five were highly objectionuble. Most Ifor each of the following: Normal
o f the season’ s failures so far have training, library work, journalism,
been those o f off-color plays. Two economics, education, art, and agrinotorious ones from London lasted culture; one call for psychology and
respectively but about three weeks one for sociology.
and ten days. Noel Coward's “ T
h i s ------------------------ ■
Was a Man,” despite, the advertiseMiss Lenora Ilapner, instructor in
raent o f having been banned by the the Education department, was a
London censor, lasted but about three week-end visitor in Bozeman.
weeks. Lakatos* “ Head or Tail,” in j ■— - ........ .. — 1—
1■ ■■■
which the Times told us “ Tumas
wanders into a homelike brothel for j
a drink,” lasted but four days. Piran
dello's very anfragrant “ Say It With
The Quality Launderers
Flowers” achieved but three or four
111-117 East Spruce Street
midnight performances. His “ Naked”
(which was not as bad as its title)
Phone 52
lasted but about three w eeks.. Owen
Davis' “ Grafters,” about a young
woman who lived on men's gifts, last
ed but about three weeks and J. II.
Booth's “ No Trespassing,** about fast
life on Long Island, for about the
same time, while, despite the success
Beauty Shop
o f the notorious “ Cradle Snatchers,”
an audacious new comedy by the same
132 North Higgins Avenue
authors died in its first week.
Phone 1941
The road for some time has been
cold to salacious New York successes.
Remote Los Angeles, despite the
proximity o f Hollywood, shared the
British censor’s viefw o f “ Desire Un
der the Elms.” The road companies
both o f this play and o f “ The Ilarem”
had to cloBe early. Last summer Mel
ville Burke, who once made the
Northampton Municipal theatre re
nowned, was running a company at
the famous Ellitch's Gardens in Den
ver, but found that the local powers
The Place o f Good Eats
if possible leaned too far backword
against doubtful plays, even banning
“ They Knew What They Wanted.”
111 West Main Street
“ The Vortex” (which only ran about
five months in New York) died in
three weeks elsewhere. In the New

FORMER STUDENTS
WILL BE MARRIED
NEXT WEDNESDAY
Announcement has been made of
the coming marriage o f Alice Hershey, daughter o f Mr. and Mrs. El
mer Hershcy, to Oakley Coffee,
Wednesday. June 29, at moon at the
Christian church.
Miss Hershey has for the last, two
years held a position in the business
office of the University. Previous to
this time she was a student o f the
University o f Montana.
She is a
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Mr. Coffe& is associated with the
Missoula Drug company. He gradu
ated from the University in 1923, and
attended Harvard university in 1924.
He is a member o f Sigma Chi.

After that time the fine
! Accumulates at the rate of 20 cents
|nn hour—i. e., 30 cents between 9
and 10, 50 cents between 10 and .11,
70 cents between 11 and 12, and so
on. F or failure to* return seven-day
books promptly a fine of five cents a
day is incurred. Books must not be
taken from the library without being
charged.
At a final request, Miss Feighper
asks that there be no conversation
between students while in the read
ing room.

Miss Winifred Feighner,; acting li
brarian, wishes:- t<> announce the fol
lowing rules o f't h e library that will
be effective during the summer ses
sion:
The reading room, is open from
7:55 a. in. to 5 ip. m. Monday to F ri
day; from 7 to 9:30 p. in. Monday to
Thursday, and from 8 to 12 noon on
Saturday.
Loan desk hours are from 8:30 to
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Foor o f Hel
12 and 1 To 4:30 Monday to Friday, ena came to Missoula, this week and
from 7 to 8:30 ‘ p. m. Monday . to are making their home at 539 UniThursday, and from 9 to 12- noon on versty avenue. Both are attending
school this summer. Mr. F oor is a
Saturday.
Books other than reference books graduate o f the University and Mrs;
may be drawn from the library and F oor has attended the summer school
retained seven dSys, and may be re sessions here for several years.
newed for seven days more unless
Henry W alter o f Sheridan, a grad
called for by othqr students.
Reference books and current peri uate student in •pharmacy, has en
odicals may not *be taken from the rolled at Montana and is taking work
reading room, 'except by special per in the pharmacy department.
mission o f the librarian, and then only I
during the hours when the library is
closed.
"Books specifically referred to by
any professor become “ reserved
Dark Garments
books” and may be taken from the
library only under the same condi
gather the same ,soil that
tions as reference books. A fine of
shows on light ones
10 cents is imposed for failure to re- i
turn reserved books by 8:30,a. m. or 1

M ail Study Reports
Show Great Increase
in Students Enrolled

are taking more than one course, Class
giving a total" o f 277 registrstitias.
Twenty-six students are takizg
courses, three are taking three*
courses, and two are taking fear
courses each, .while. 210 of the dEnt- >
dents are enrolled for but one courseA year ago the number of slipdents on the roll was 196, with 274
registrations in foyce. Daring tfce
fiscal year o f the department 782.
registrations were in force, while 3*96
courses were completed through cor
respondence. Three hundred enmpleted courses last year, and there
were 633 registrations in force.

Approximately fifty <students who
attended the University th£ spring
quarter have registered since the
close of last quarter with the Corre
spondence Study department to take
summer courses offered through that
department.
. Reports issued J>y the Correspond
ence department show an increase in
the number o f registrations and stu
Among the;grads back for summer
dents. At the present time there
are 241 students enrolled in corre school are Mildred Gleason, Adahrefc
spondence courses. Many o f these McAllister and Victoria Mosby.

Fashion Club Cleaners

“ where savings are greatest”
123-125-127-129 E. Main St.

Missoula, Montana

Very Dainty Patent Pumps
Unusually attractive is this new arrival in patent
pumps, with its attractive plain toe and covered spike
heel. A delightful bit of style is found in the em
bossed trim and swagger leather bows.

A Hearty W elcom e

$4.98

to th,e students of the Summer Session! We hope
to make the personal acquaintance of each one.
And so we extend a cordial invitation to visit us,
and ask that you let us be of service to you. We
will be glad to cash your checks, mail your parcels
and perform those many friendly services for which
we are fitted.

FILMS DEVELOPED FREE
When Prints Are Made at

Smith’s Drug Store
Missoula Drug Company
The House of Service

Off the Campus
But a Bart o f It

Jake’s Tailor
Shop
The Best Service in Town
Cleaning - Pressing
Repairing
107 West Main

Phone 78

The New Northwest print shop occupies a
peculiar position in University life. It is not a
part of the University, yet if all the work it does
for campus groups and individuals were discon
tinued much of the pleasure of University life
would be destroyed.

FOA’$/
Be f o r e -S ig h ted

Save Time
and Money

During the fall, winter and spring quarters
most of the students naturally call at our office
to discuss their printing and publishing prob
lems. We hope that those of you who are now
attending the State University of Montana for
the, first time will feel equally free to drop in
:or a chat. Perhaps we may help you in solving
publicity problems which you encounter in your
profession.

GOODWAJiWMT
repairing saves shoes

The John R. Daily Co.

The New Northwest

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
F IS H , P O U L T R Y and
O YSTER S

U1JL4TT

Where The Kaimin Is Printed

Packers of

DaCo
Hams, Bacon, Lard

132 North Higgins Avenue

P h o n e 7 3 2 -W

Phone 550

Phones 117-118
111-113 West Front

Let the

FLORENCE BARBER
SHOP
DO Y O U R W O R K

Phone 331

A Long Cool Drink
OR

The

Florence Hotel
FOR YOtJR NEXT
BANQUET

The Powder Puff

N ew G rill Cafe

1 7:15 p. in.

Betty Peterson, who received her
degree in physical education this
8pring; is employed in Deer Lodge
this summer. She is doing playground
work.

Missoula Laundry Company

The

KAIMJN

Announces
STUDENTS MAY TAKE Librarian
Summer Term Rules
TRIP TO SEELEY LAKE

PLAYS

than listed over sixty plays (out o f j c° « rt.
over 200 given in 1923-6), appending
™ *** do our best, there is a good
its sex features to each. In June, chance to end the obscene play. More
1925, he had written. “ If three plays
§ ! ? # h« v* fhe courage to
on view in New York . . . were to be { W
Protests to the district
shown at a smoker of some so-called « Forney (who has invited them to do
\ihletic Club . . the virtuous cops so) and be willing to appear in court
would swoop down on the proceedings ^ necessary. More citizens should
m m if any of the lines in four plays accept the word o f the well-informed,
on free view in New York were print- and cease from going to plays to see
ed on post cards and offered fo r sale f<>r themselves whether they really
(the proprietor o f the store) would are vile.
be instantly collared.”
The managers are frankly fright*
Richard Burton (Theatre, January, en*L and many of them very hard1927) Characterizes “ three-quarters |»!>• Th* number and swiftness of
of the current comedies” as “ but j failures have been staggering. They
subtly insidious foes o any attempt admit that many people are losing
to put life into the playhouse, with- faith in all plays because o f the foul
out exaggeration, caricature or vul- minority. A few skunks can make
yliite sheep
sheep smell.
As the
Tfre present season is Imany* white
ganty.
? r - prevailingly a" spectacle of banal-lTimes
says, “ quick suppression
!ty vulgarity, 'cynically mocking at ° f sn.ch (foul) plays may prevent the
things which of old were revered. . . . more onerous and permanent burden
So far as one man could, Bernard o f censorship.”
Shaw made decency popular.”
Wl,nt the thc“ tre is most desperBot not ail the heavy artillery has Atel.v. in need of today is more plays
been massed against the indecent t0 Siv® v s enthusiasm, courage and
plays
It has sometimes seemed as jlove for and faith in our fellow man.
though a well-organized clique were j more dramas like “ Young Woodley,’'
working to prevent any restriction of ' “ Outward Bound.” “ Saint Joan” and
en) “
I“ Cyrano,” or with the mystic beauty
Certain o f the so-styled Intelli- ° f ‘/ The Dybbuk,” The only plays of
who
write
or
lecture,
have
jlhcur class in New York today are
gefftsia,
given aid and comfort to such plays. “ The Constant Nymph” (fo r it has a
Any one who disagrees with them they touch o f redemption) and “ Caponcall a “ reformer,” which, in their sacchi.” There is however cleansing
squinting minds means a sneak and a Ilu“ ° r always in Shaw, and we have
hypocrite. One of them maintained 1,18 ’Pygmalion” now with us. But
that it was absurd to object to a play tlU tlle Production of eroticism for
on grounds o f immorality or bad taste, re';enue onIy has bc«n mada dangerbecause he said there was no agree- ous fo r the managers, we can not ex
t e n t as to what such things were. K ct. “ suffic,<‘ nt return o f clean, inAnother attacked what he called “ so- [sP<rinS drama,
called clean American plays” as sinks
o f hypocrisy, which he deemed far
more harmful than frankly salaciousdrama. He even, by implication, be
sought us to bring the dirt out from I
under our sofas, which was a bit like
clamoring for more ice at the North I
Pole. Richard Burton, in his The—<-------------atre article already noted, writes.^ It
Students and teachers, who are in
may be noticed that the New York terested in teaching positions, and
critics have a tendency, when some wjJ0 jjave not yet accepted positions
normal presentation of life is aimed for t|le coining year, may receive help
at, to treat such entertainment rather |}*n obtaining work through the board
patronizingly, i f they do not neglect j of recommendations. Also principals
it, as if it were nice enough, but an(j superintendents, who have not
hardly in the running compared with accepted an 0f their teachers, may
plays that present crude, violent ex- receive assistance from the board in
hibitions of human action and des- nhfnintng teachers

MONTANA

A Frigid Dish of Luscious Ice-Cream
Just the Thing for Refreshment Between Classes

R. A. McNAB, Prop.

VISIT THE N EW FOUNTAIN
OUR

W O R K IS O U R B E S T
R E C O M M E N D A T IO N

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP
(Basement B. & IL Jewelry Shop)
Fine Hair Cutting Is Our SpecialtyThompson & Marlonee, Props.

ASUM Store
AND DON’T FORGET THAT WE HAVE TOASTWICHES AT NOON-TIME

SCHRAMM-HEBARD
MEAT CO.
'
Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish,
Poultry and Oyaters
Phone 126

417 X. Higgins Ave

TgE
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the animus o f propaganda, as a geo
metric investigation or a dissertation
of pure logic. There is iu it no at
tempt to bolster up any foregone con
clusion, no endeavor to please any j
sect or party or school o f opinion.
Its spirit and its methods are the
spirit and the methods o f scientific
Urges
Students
and
D r. Cassius J . Keyser Writes Article research, in which the reader is sin -. Merriam
Townspeople to Attend
cerely invited- to co-operate.
Its
for “ The Modern World” on
“ Whither Democracy?”
sole aim is to ascertain the truth,
Culture Leotures
whatever it may be, whether .pleas
ing or unpleasing, in the. faith that ul
Students and former students,
Dr. Cassius J. Keyser, Adrian pro timately “ the. truth shall make you
free.”
fessor o f mathematics at Columbia
teachers and townspeople are all in
1 turn now from the spirit and the
university, is well known in Montana, manner o f the book to the task of I terested in the series of talks which
where he has been lecturer at sum briefly indicating its matter and say-1 will 'be given by noted lecturers at
mer sessions of the State University. ing a word respecting its originality.
the Little theater, Thursdays, at 11
It is commonly believed that it is
Dr. Keyser is the author of numerous
o'clock. Everyone interested in any
easy to ask questions. A fool, it is
fcooks in mathematics and has written said, can ask questions which a wise of the phases of the rising American
extensively in the line of philosophy. man cannot answer. It is better to culture is urged to go, in order to
Jo the current issue of “ The Modern say, as I have pointed out in my “ Mole obtain a greater appreciation of
World” Dr. Keyser has the following Philosophy and Other Essays,” that American prose, poetry, and drama,
article which will be especially inter a wise man can answer questions and to hear the nationally and inter
esting to Montana readers; its cap which a fool cannot ask. F or it is not nationally famous authorities who are
tion is “ Democracy and Hereditary easy to ask questions* It is often teaching at the summer session of
Castes” :
harder than to answer them. It has the State University.
It is the aim o f this article to draw often required many thousands . of
Mr. Merriam, chairman o f the Eng
the -serious attention of intelligent years to ask a question which a day lish department, stated that he hud
senders to a timely work of profound or a decade has sufficed to answer. discouraged students fro'rn taking it
interest and grave importance. The More genius may be required to pro for credit, and emphasized the fact
work in question is Professor N. J. pound an important problem than is that the lectures will have general
l*enne»* “ Whither Democracy?” re required to solve it.
Professor interest and appeal for every person
cently published ’by H arper' and Lennes has asked a question of grave in the University.
Brothers.
importance and striking ‘originality
American Culture Is New Thing
In addition to several excellent and for that lie is entitled to credit
“ American culture is not full
textbooks o f high school and collegiate without regard to the interest or value blown,” he added, bat rather, a new
grade, Dr. Lennes has published orig o f the answer he has submitted. I thing, growing, emerging. I believe
inal mathematical memoirs o f recog do not allude to the generic question
that the critics are in the vanguard
nized importance, a fact showing that in the book’s title, “ Whither Democ-’
and really responsible for the rise of
over and above his mathematical racy?” For that question; though its the movement.
Men like Joseph
learning and didactic skill, he pos importance is immeasurably great, Wood Krutch, Harold Stearns, Sher
sesses a notable measure of research was not originated by the author but wood Anderson, and . Nathan and
ability. While his name is thus well has been asked by thousands of Mencken to a smaller degree. Cer
known in scientific circles, especially others.
Many subsidiary questions tainly Sherwood Anderson's “ Tar”
among mathematicians, it is not •are discussed. One of these is su and “ The Story Teller’s Story” are
known to the immense multitude of preme. And it is this one that we representative of American thought.
those who confine their reading to must credit to the author. It is the
The lectures will show you the new
what is traditionally called literature question o f the book. The question is
American tendencies in thought and
•r to such so-called sciences as are this: Does the praotioe of democracy in life.”
in the merely speculative stage of tend to the establishment of hered
Mr. Merriam suggests the following
their development.
But his name itary occupational castes?
books to be read in connection with
will become familiar to hosts of such
Democracy Defined
the lectures:
readers if “ Whither Democracy?” re
Miscellaneous— Charles and Mary
In order to grasp the meaning of
ceives half the attention it deserves.
Beard, The Rise o f American Civil
Qnite apart from the unsurpassed the question it is essential to know
ization; Lewis Mumford. Sticks and
what
the
author
means
by
the
term
interest and importance o f its subject
Stones; or The Golden Day; George
and quite independently o f the sound “ democracy.” And we are not left
Santayana, Character and Opinion' in
ness or unsoundness o f its main thesis, |to conjecture. He tells us that, as
the United States; Andre Siegfried,
the work is a model of excellence in used by him, the term- “ does not
merely refer to a type of government America Comes o f Age; Van Wyck
two cardinal respects.
but refers/to a whole system of social Brooks, America’s Coming of Age;
Aims at Scientific Enlightenment
relations in which all individuals are Randolph Bourne, History of a Lit
of Public
erary Radical; Woodbridge Riley,
It is a ihod$l o f popular scientific given, as nearly as may be, equal op
American Thought; V. L. Barirngexposition— o f discourse, I mean, hav portunities and responsibilities.”
ton, Main Currents in' American
And
what
is
the
author's
answer
ing for its aim scientific enlightenment
Thought;
V. F. Oalverton. The Newer
o f the public. There is no claptrap, j to the question? The answer he sub
Spirit; G. J. Nation, The New Amer
mits
is
stated
on
page
274
in
the
fol
no glancing at the gallery, no high
ican Credo; H. L. Mencken, Notes on
brow condescension, 'no insolent; air lowing main thesis o f the book:
“ In proportion as the ideals of Democracy; Stuart jP. Sherman. The
o f withholding jmpprtant considera
Genius of America'; Joseph Collins.
tions on the assumption that they are democracy are realized in practice, in
The Doctor Looks at Literature;
too profound for the reader's under |that proportion does society tend to
Gustavus Myers, The Hisotr.v of
standing, no attempt to impress or •become divided, into occupational
American Idealism; Sherwood Ander
j
classes
with'hereditary
membership,”
dazzle laymen by glittering general
It is impossible to recapitulate or son, A Story Teller’ s Story; Anon..
ities or display of academic learning.'
Where Freedom Falters; Waldo
Granted that these are negative vir summarize here the wide-ranging con
tues, they are none the less note siderations by which Dr. Lennes was Frank, Our-Am erica; Hendrik Van
Loon, America; Ernest Gruening.
worthy on that account. But it is driven to that astounding conclusion
These United States; Lotlirop Stod
mainly the positive qualities of its Iso diametrically opposed to traditional
manner that make the book a model doctrine and the great body of cur dard. Reforging America; Artcur (\
o f (popular scientific writing. These rent “ opinion.” I have said “ driven” j Brock, Essays on Life and Literature;
AIrfed Kreyraborg, Troubadour; Mark
positive qualities can be most briefly because the conclusion is not one I
signalized in negative terms. There is which the author desired to reach but Sullivan, Our Times; A. F. Pollard.
no confusion of definition and descrip is a conclusion to which he felt him Foctors in American History; Henry
tion; the reader is not left in doubt self forced in course of the best ex Van Dyke, The Spirit of America;
as to which of the cardinal terms em amination he could make of all avail Don Seitz, Uncommon Americans;
ployed are employed deliberately with able evidence. It is my hope that Iloilo Brown, The Creative Spirit;
out definition and which of them are this article may incite readers to ex Bliss Perry, The American Mind;
defined. There is no confusion of de amine the evidence for themselves, Gamaliel Bradford, America^ Por
duction and verification; the reader is all the data so painstakingly assembled traits; Henry Adams. The Education
never Left in doubt as to which of the by Dr. Lennes and. the interpretations o f Henry Adams; Carl Van Doren,
niaitte propositions are taken for he has felt constrained to put upon Contemporary America n Novelists;
granted and which of them the author them. Such an examination will be Ludwig Lewisohn, Upstream.
Fiction— C. C. Jensen, An American
proved or sought to prove. And amply compensated, independently of
the discourse is free from jargon; the jany conclusion to which it may lead, Saga; Booth Tarkington'; The Mag
nificent
Ambersons; Elizabeth Rob
by
reviewing
and
endeavoring
to
asmany weighty considerations drawn
from various technical branches of I sess the best established' relevant erts, The Time o f Man; Sinclair
Lewis, Babbitt; Floyd Dell, Moon
[
facts
o
f
psychology,
biology,
econom
WiwDfe are presented clearly with
Calf; Hamlin Garland. Trailmakers
Hardly any use o f technical terms and ics and education.
I should add that, following the o f the Middle Border; Sherwood An
in the few instances where it was
derson, Tar, a Midwest Childhood.
necessary to employ such terms their close o f the main discussion, there is
Any two volumes may be read for
meanings have been made unmistak a final chapter entitled “ Unanswered
credit in the, course. Students de
Questions
and
Problems
for
Investiga
ably evident. In virtue of such styl
siring
thi$ credit will also be re
is in ' qualities, positive and negative, tion.” This forward-looking chapter
quired to write a paper. They must
Nto uook, regarded as a specimen of is o f universal interest and is alone
consult
with Professor Merriam be
popular scientific exposition, has the worth the price of the book.
fore July 1.
sare double distinction of meriting the
If You Do, Do Wefi
best attention of experts and of be
ing at the same time perfectly intel
Eugene, Ore.— (I P )— An investiga
ligible to intelligent laymen, for whom
tion carried on at the University of
it was written.
Oregon has revealed that at that in
Unprejudiced Work
Tlie work is, moreover, a model of stitution non-smokers make better
scientific disinterestedness. It is in grades than moderate smokers,./ but
no sense or degree an outcome of that heavy smokers make still.better
“ wishful thinking.” It is as dispas grades than non-smokers or moderate
sionate and unprejudiced, as free from smokers.
The English department of the

NOTES AUTHORITIES
10 FEATURE COURSE

MONTANA

Second Term
of

Summer Session
o f the

In the incn’k gymnasium is housed one of'th e finest swimming pools in
(he country. Competent teachers instruct both beginning - and advanced'
classes.
their homes for the summer and who
have left self-addressed stamped en
velopes at the registrar’s office will
have their grades mailed to them the
Sidney It. Logan, assistant super last o f this week.
intendent of schools at Winnetka, Il
linois, /who will instruct classes in so
cial science during summer school, is
expected to arrive in Missoula Mon
day morning. Mr. Logan has been
unable to get here before that time,
and liis classes have been handled by
Students interested in dramatics
Rev.' John It. Holm, an instructor in and who would like to be in them,
the department during the last three see Mr. Alexander Dean in his office
quarters.
at the Little Theater at once. Hours,
1 and 2 and 4 and 5:30.
S P R IN G Q U A R T E R G R A D E S
A R E YOU
T O B E G IV E N O U T T O D A Y
A former Dillon student? An oldGrades for the spring quarter of fashioned Dillon go will be held in
1027 'will be issued from the regis Greenough park Sunday at 4 p. m.
trar’s office this afternoon to stu Sign up and pay your four-bits for
lunch to either Mrs. Lucier in Corbin
dents living in Missoula.
Students who have returned to hall or to James Mann in North hall.

SID N E Y R. LOGAN
TO A R R IV E M ONDAY

NOTICES

Send Don’t try to write the news. Send
the Kaimin.
the Kaimfn.
You want your own copy to keep.
Every week, all the important, But for 75 cents, the Kaimin will be
and most of the unimportant happen mailed to your parents, your friend—ings of the University are published anybody you say, every Thursday with
in the Kaimin. It gets them all— no omitted copies, all nine weeks, and
within three hours after, it leaves the
things you never knew about, and press.
couldn’ t describe accurately if you
Fill out the coupon, and send it,
did. Your folks want the news. Do with 75 cents, to the business manager,
you write once a week? Do you o f the Kaimin. Or, bring it over to
send them the complete record of the “ shack” yourself. Call us on the
ca’inpus life that they want, and are phone, if you wish. Then you won’t
entitled to receive?
The Kaimin have to write the news. We’ll send
staff will take all the responsibility. the Kaimin.
Don’t try to write the news.

T H E M O N TA N A K A IM IN — Every edition, once a week for nine we
roa'icd the day it leaves the press, for 75 cents.
•Send it to___

to give the full address.

STATE UNIVERSITY
OF MONTANA
Begins Monday, July 11, and Ends
Friday, July 29

New instructors fo r the second term
will be:
D r, R. H. Jesse in Physical Science.
W ilbur Daniel Steele, famous shortstory writer, in English.
Dr. Gerald Birney Smith, noted lec
turer, in the School of Religion.
John G. Rossman, educator, in the Edu
cation department.
Registration is possible in practically all
o f the courses which began June 20; many
o f these courses taking up distinctive
phases o f their subjects during the second
term.
These, new courses will bo opened with
the beginning o f the second term :

Missoula’s oldest, largest and best store
extends greetings to the faculty and stu
dents of the Summer School, and trusts
that your stay in our city will he pleasant

Educational Statistical Methods — Dr.
Ernest Richard W ood, Director of the Bu
reau o f Educational Measurements and
Standards. I
Chemistry— Dr. Richard H. Jesse, head
o f the Department of Chemistry at the
State University.
Conference on Short-Story Writing—
Dr. W ilbur Daniel Steele, noted for his
work in this line.

and profitable.
F or over fifty years this store has been in
the business of making friends.

The suc

cess of this policy is reflected in the splen
did institution where every want that mer
chandise can supply may be satisfied.

m

Hours and credits in these courses will
he found in the1summer-session schedule.
These departments close their work for
the summer at the end of the second term :
Fine Arts, Music, Library Economy, Re
ligion.

Missodia Mercantile
COMPANY

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
ISSUES READING LIST

University has issued a list composed
of the following volumes of suggested
readings for summer school students:
J. H. Robinson, “ The Mijifl in the
Making;”
Lewis Mumford, “ The
Golden Day;” Max Eastman, “ En
joyment of Poetry;” Charles and
Mary Beard, “ The Rise of Civilization
in America;” Bertrand Russell, “ Ed
ucation and the Good Life;” J. S.
Mill, “ Autobiography;” Edwin Muir,
“ Latitudes;”
Count Leo Tolstoi,
“ What Is Art?” Mark Twain, “ Auto
biography;” Mark Sullivan, “ Our
Times;” N. J. Lennes, “ Whither
Democracy?” Floyd Dell. .“ Intellect
ual Vagabondage;” II. G. Wells, “ The
World of -William Clissold;” II. G;
Wells, “ Men Like Gods;” W. B.
■Yeats, “ Autobiography;” Ivan Turgenieyy “ Fathers and Sons;*’ Bertrand
Russell, “ Why Men Fight;” John
Carter, “ Man Is W ar;” Ludwig Lew
isohn, “ U p s t r e a m A . E. Hamilton,
“ The Real Boy and the New School;”
Vladimir Simkhovitch, “ Toward an
Understanding,.of Jesus:” L. Browne.
|“Tins Believing World;” C. C. Jen
sen, “ An American Saga;” Havelock
Ellis, “ The Dance of Life;” George
Santayana, “ Soliloquies;” Carl Sandl burg. “ Abraham Lincoln.”
All of these may be secured at the
{library.

Thursday, June 23, 1927

KA1 MI J S

UNIVERSITY SWIMMING POOL

HTHIS beautiful 14K*.WHITH
A GOLD Ring *ct with •
GENUINE D IA M O N D and
your choice o f REAL AMBTHIST, T O P A Z o* O N Y X
Synthetic RUBY d ^
A #7 5
or Imitation EM- * I
ERALD, Special J * ■

B & H Jewelry Co.
iiiiliilliiil!

P i c n i c N e c e s s i t ie s
Paper Plates
Paper Cups .
Salad Dishes
NAPKINS

Harkness Drug Store

The programme for week-end excursions
fo r the second term follow s:
July 16—Hike up the B ig Blackfoot can
yon to the noon camping place. The, aft
ernoon will be spent iu the hills and along
the river. There is good fishing here and
in the hills there is great opportunity for
field work in botany and geology. The
route from the campus follows the old In
dian trail to the buffalo country and passes
one o f the famous battlegrounds o f the
warfare which was waged between the
eastern and western Indians prior to the
coming o f the white man.
July 23—-Up the Rattlesnake valley to
the falls, past the chutes through which the
clear water foams in temporary f ury. It
is a one-day jaunt. This valley was a fa 
vorite haunt of Indian fishermen anil
huntsmen. The Selish Indians called the
creek “ The Stream of the Salmon T rout.”
July 30-31— Mount Stuart— named in
honor o f the discoverer of gold in Mon
tana-—is the highest point in the northern
skyline which is seen from the University.
A t its base is a group of nearly 20 lake's,
which are the natural reservoirs of Rattle
snake creek. The sixth week-end excur
sion will climb this peak and make camp
at one of the lakes. Two days and a night
will be filled with interest. There is every
thing here—lakes, streams, little glaciers
and grgat moraines, high cliffs and verdant
slopes. There are densely wooded areas
and there are stretches o f bare rock. The
trail is excellent and the distance is not too
great.

